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About This Game

Explore the psychedelic world of buggies in this game, racing with other remotely controlled machines to become the best
Buggy on the planet!
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It seems a real shame with this game I thought it was impossible to get worse at making games but you have quite obviously
proved me very wrong. I admit I am a Emergency services phanatic and this was painful to play through, I think you need to
really take this back to the drawing board and actually ask your target audience what they would like to play and what makes a
game great for them. What is even worse is the fact that this game is \u00a313.49 On Offer how is that any discount at all?
People work for their money and they should be treated with the love and the care they deserve not some half finished I can't be
bothered game. Come on people use some common sense.

As you are unable to ask your audience any thing they dislike\/like I have compiled a list for you

What I Dislike:
-Vehicle Handling
-Dispatcher
-No Freeplay
-Laggy water animations
-Walking for NPC's
-Lighting on one spot
-Controls
-No English Fire option

What I like:
-Missions
-Chance to work as a group
-Range of Vehicles
-Detail
-Choose What you want to play as German\/American. One of the best Anno games ever hours and hours of fun. Like a lot of
point & click games Zerzura suffers from frustratingly unintuitive gameplay that has you clicking everything onto everything in
the hope of progression. As such it ends up being a stop often to consult the walkthrough simulator.

That would be O.K. if the story was good. But, there's not a lot to recommend that either. You have two orphaned brothers. One
of whom, the main character, is an inventor. The other is trying to find their people's lost city. What's so important about this
lost city? You know, magic, the falback choice for lazy writers everywhere.

There's the usual cartoonish villain who wants to get to the city also. And, there's a corsair woman who exists to be the main
character's love interest, I guess, and to seek revenge for her father's death. I write "I guess" about the love interest thing because
the game lets us know by giving you the option to have the main character give her some flowers, and, later, they receive a
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magical amulet, that neither of them asked for, that binds them together. So yeah, that's the game.. aliens blew up your planet?
don't get all Dented up! go forth to the alien worlds and make them pay. make them ALL pay.

basically, this is an arena shooter fought in a circular space. levels alternate between gathering salvage in Asteroids-style
gameplay, and jacking up mass quantities of enemy planetary defensive craft long enough to get in nice and close and drop your
Heckabomb on said planet to make it explode into lovely, lovely bursts of pretty sparkly bits,

along the way, you'll get to deal with levels involving alien saucer attacks (great for salvage!), enemy ace pilots, and huge
warships that join in trying to keep their planet in a nice unexplodey state.

every level completed grants you an extra continue, which basically is an extra life that resets your ship to the state it had at the
start of the level -- but the level itself will not be identical to the one just played. especially in planet levels, this could mean you
get a much easier or much harder try than the previous one.

the game's got a pretty nice ship upgrade system and six special weapons that can be purchased (and themselves upgraded) . it
oozes style in every way (I adore the main menu with its shifting viewpoints of planets and suns!) from the graphic design to the
excellent, pulse-pounding music. all in all, it's an excellent, well-crafted shmup experience.

it can get kind of crazy in higher levels (40+), when aliens or asteroids begin to pile up in huge numbers that can be nearly
impossible to fend off.

words to the wise AI: do NOT be within 4 to 5 ship-lengths of an asteroid when it blows up. two chunks of rock come racing out
at high speed and while they're at this speed, can take off 2 or more shields at once. I got instakilled a bunch before I realized
what was going on.. One of the easier charicters and much like his Frieza saga counterpart his assist is good and he is a good
rush down charicter (might be better than the other Vegetas) hes pretty easy to play too so if you suck at fighting games and
mash buttions and spam auto combos (like me) then hes for you.
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Really enjoying so far, sometimes you need to flick back and forth between inventories for items and upgrades to refresh but
overall it's awesome for an Alpha stage game. Definitely recommend giving it a go, can't wait for future implementations..
While this was not my favorite Nancy Drew game, it was probably still worth the purchase. In some games, I feel like I really
learn things and walk away with a better knowledge of history, culture, etc. In this game, they tried to put really big things into
small tutorials, like origami, the Japanese tea ceremony, and the Japanese alphabet. Sorry, but I'm not gonna learn any Japanese
in flipping through a book for 2 seconds... So I think they should have focused on more realistic educaitonal goals for the game,
but it still was worth the sale price.. pretty fun for the 10 minutes I played. It kind of reminds me of happy wheels. They could
take this game and add different types of flight devices or other things to play around with and it would be a little more
attractive to the player. With what the games offering right now I would not expect for this to be popular. Im only giving it a
positive because it reminded me of happy wheels. Nice puzzle with relaxing soundtrack.. Because we don't need this "console
wars" bulls***.. I haven't had this much fun playing as a snail since King's Quest 3!

If that dreadful mouse had never become en vogue and people demanded things like a "cursor" and "256 VGA graphics", then
this game is what the progression of late 80s Sierra games would have become! With an intelligent parser and text prediction to
assist the user with figuring out the right thing to say, this is a fun/nostalgic trip.

The puzzles in this game were about "just right". Nothing too particularly difficult, but not overly easy either. There is that right
amount of difficulty to make solving the puzzles feel like an achievement.

After playing Void Quest and Snail Trek, I am certainly looking forward to the next game by Icefall Games!. Jewel Quest uses
the classic / generic template graphics of D RPG Maker xp system and use them in clever fashion. pretty much it plays like a
JRPG but it's a metaphor for an average person's life which is brilliant! my only real complaint game is that it's not clear at
times what items equipment works best which what foes. my only request if you ever up states the game is just to make a chart
of elements. sorry for any grammatical errors I'm doing this on my phone and it's fighting me every bit of the way!
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